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Key benefits
► Define a clear plan for
transforming and
modernising your EUC
environment
► Assess your existing IT
infrastructure capabilities
► Avoid the pitfalls of migration
by working with Windows 10
experts
► Create your Modern
Workplace

Deliverables can include:
► Planning & Architecture
design workshops
► Reference images to
support new & existing
devices
► An actionable roadmap
for deploying Windows
10 in your business.

Start your deployment of Windows 10
Windows 10 presents a wealth of opportunity, but with
that comes some complexity. The FastStart service
ensures you capitalise on this opportunity.
Delivering a secure Windows 10 as the foundation of your digital
transformation journey
Creating a Modern Workplace can be daunting. Where do you start –
devices, applications, infrastructure, user profiles, data, security, updates.
Taking the initial step on your Windows 10 journey need not be complicated
with our Windows 10 FastStart service.
Approach
The Windows 10 FastStart service will help you begin this journey in the
right direction. Benefiting from our experience, you’ll be able to avoid the
common Windows 10 deployment pitfalls. Resulting in a smoother, faster
project delivery.
We work with you to understand your business needs and define what
‘good’ looks like, both in the short-term and for the future. We partner
together to test this forward view in the form of a pilot. We then use the
learnings from the pilot to create an actionable Windows 10 road-map
for your business.

What’s included
Envision and
Plan

Identify your objectives, showcase the latest
technologies, enable your staff and plan the pilot.

Assess and
Design

Technical upgrade and application assessment,
limited to a representative sample of applications and
devices. Design core infrastructure and labs.

Build and Pilot

Build and test initial configurations and
recommendations covering:
- Re-use of existing skills and investments Target
business scenarios
- Windows 10 Servicing and Updates Cloud and
Identity
- Devices, Operating System and Deployment
Systems Management
- Security

► Hardware and App
assessments
► Prepare your
environment for
Windows-as-a-Service
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Prepare for
Production

High-level roadmap including technology best-practices and
recommended deployment approaches. Our collaborative
effort between you and our Microsoft experts will deliver the
right approach that’s tailored to your needs, is fully informed
and justifiable.

What next?
Contact your OCSL Account
Manager or
Click here to arrange a free
Windows 10 Workshop

Enablement framework
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